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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 

 

MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS 

RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD : PATNA 

 

 Website : www.rrbpatna.gov.in/Phone Number : 0612-2677680 

CEN 01/2019 – NON-TECHNICAL POPULAR CATEGORIES 

List of additional candidates shortlisted for Document Verification for CEN 01/2019 (NTPC) –  

Level-6, Level-5,  Level-3 & Level-2 

 

Further to the notice dated 23.01.2023, 30.01.2023 & 03.03.2023, the following candidates bearing the roll 

numbers (15-digit) arranged in ascending order (not in order of merit) horizontally have been provisionally 

shortlisted for Document Verification (DV) and medical examination down from the merit list in order to fill 

the shortfall in empanelment of candidates for the Various posts in Pay Level-6, Pay Level-5, Pay Level-3 & Pay 

Level-2 due to absent, rejection, Unfit in Medical Examination etc.  

 

      A. Level- 6 

 

261191250115939 Total – 01 candidate only 

 

     B. Level- 5 

261191170023354 261191250259101 261191250307776 261192130105001 261192190273782 
261192190281719 261192220288556 261192250329778 261192260121698 261192260304187 
261192270038115 261193120048702 261193120148965 261193120166079 261193130219072 
261193260007245 261194130096898 261194190118658 261194190134201 261194190248470 
261194260119026 261194260228091 261194260313155 261194260336668 261195260041693 
261195260049603 Total- 26 candidates only  

 

    C. Level- 3 

 

261194260076175 261194260131750 261194260063698 261194260130768 261194260067910 
261194310319576 261193120063604 261193170000302 261193130196986 261191190309177 
261194190122643 261191190121826  Total- 12 candidates only  

 

D. Level- 2 

 

261191190324498 261191260044937 261191260104892 261191270145174 261191270291344 
261192120120052 261192120151297 261192130305475 261192170213454 261192190247122 
261192190288550 261192250352518 261192260135364 261192260292635 261192270025907 
261193120156921 261193120162996 261193120172393 261193120224624 261193190023199 
261193260036743 261194130279290 261194170271830 261194170325129 261194190106147 
261194190199393 261194190272465 261194190292352 261194190321902 261194190343258 
261194230228759 261194260061897 261194260067910 261194260114422 261194260177797 
261194260272767 261194260275753 261194270145480 261194270277159 261194270327281 
261195190247576 261195250226178 261195260018142 261195260234039 261195270245040 
Total- 45 candidates only 
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2.0 The date and time of document verification will be communicated shortly. The shortlisted candidates will 

also be informed through official SMS/Email (provided in their application) about the actual date and place of 

Document Verification.  

3.0 Candidates have to upload their signature and latest Photograph in the portal https://oirms-

ir.gov.in/rrbdv/. The instruction for uploading is available in the portal. This portal will be active from 7 days 

prior and upto the date of DV. Candidates are advised to read the detailed instructions given in the DV e-Call 

letter carefully and bring all the required certificates / documents in original at the time of DV.  

4.0 The candidates called for DV should produce all the original documents along with two sets of XEROX copies 

in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e call letter issued for Document Verification.  

5.0 Those candidates called for Document Verification may note that after completion of DV, they will be sent 

for medical examination at the nominated Railway Hospital located in the jurisdiction of concerned RRB on the 

next day of the DV. The candidates are required to come prepared to stay for three to four days accordingly. 

Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs. 24/- only. Accordingly, candidates have to come 

prepared for DV and Medical Examination.  

6.0 The candidature of all the shortlisted candidates is purely provisional and is liable to be cancelled at any 

stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency/ deficiency/discrepancy detected in the 

information furnished by them in their online application or any malpractice on their part coming to the notice 

at any stage of the recruitment process or thereafter.  

7.0 It is to be noted that merely shortlisting or calling a candidate for Document Verification/Medical 

examination does not entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways.  

8.0 While every care has been taken in preparing the result, RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent 

error or typographical/printing mistake etc. RRB regrets the inability to entertain any correspondence on this 

account from the candidates.  
 

Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected 

for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerized and the 

selection is based on merit of candidates only. Please visit the official websites of RRBs for regular updates and 

information.  

 
 

 

 

Date: 06.04.2023                                                                                                             Chairman/RRB/Patna 

 

 


